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US Small Business Administration’s
Small Business Innovation Research & Small Busines Technology Transfer Program
America’s Seed Fund: Helping US Entrepreneurs Gain Access to Federal Funding
Program Goals
•
•
•
•

Meet federal research and development needs
Increase private-sector commercialization of innovation derived from federal research and development funding
Stimulate technological innovation
Foster and encourage participation in innovation and entrepreneurship by women and socially/economically
disadvantaged individuals
Foster technology transfer through cooperative R&D between small businesses and research institutions (STTR)

Start-Up Rundown
•

•

Entrepreneurs, support organization, and agencies- the mission focus of the Small Business Innovation Research and Small
Business Technology Transfer is to create a foundation of funding and investment programs aiding in Federal research striving
for the goal of creating a better national economy. The SBIR/ STTR does so in organizing and encouraging the discovery and
development of small, domestic businesses- advancing in Federal Research/ Research and Development (R/ R&D). The
cooperation’s focuses on using a system taking technological potential to new goals and advancing businesses to break the
surface of economical achievement by using the commercialization incentive to profit.
The SBIR/ STTR has created a successful program with a long congressional history of progress in funding, partnerships, stable
policies, and an eligibility system through multiple programs providing the resources to those interested in creating an
achievable opportunity.

The Benefits of Partnerships
•

SBIR/ STTR includes entities to provide excellent experiences and services through fast, Small Business Development Centers
Technical Assistance Centers, Women’s Business Centers, State Economic Development Offices, etc.
o Awards from FY2019: $54.3 Billion have been funded for 179,000 awards!
o Below is a chart provided by the SBIR program summary of the FY19, reflecting the total dollar distribution to
participating Agencies
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Image from Small Business Administration. “FY19 SBIR Program Summary.” 2019 SBIR and STTR Annual Report, Office of Investment and Innovation, 2019, pp. 7-9. Distribution of Total SBIR Dollars
Obligated.
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Awards and Eligibility
•

•

Award Data has been accumulated through the SBIR/ STTR reports spanning over 38 years of successful progress. The
programs range from SBIR and STTR over the 50 states and have a multitude of agencies cooperating for the economic
advancement through federal funding and achievement.
Awards are calculated through the SBIR/ STTR
o Statute which implements a maximum dollar amount of the awards
Agencies must be approved through requesting the SBA- approved waiver

•
•
•

Phase I: Review- Merit, Feasibility, and Commercial Potential
Phase II: Development- Continue Phase I R/R&D efforts
Phase III: Commercialize- Small businesses pursuing commercialization from Phase I/ II (federal/ private funding)

•

The Opportunities
•

•
•

The SBIR contains one of many team-up programs providing benefits in training and education known as the FAST (Federal
and State Technology) Partnership Program. They focus on two aspects providing small businesses with funding in outreach,
training, and mentoring for applicants and awardees. These amenities also include, but are not limited to, state economic
development organizations, universities, accelerators, and regional partnerships.
The SBIR partnership benefits also align with goals strategizing in research and development needed, an increase privatesector commercialization, and technological innovation. Together, the SBIR and SSTR programs have created the
opportunities for small businesses to grow in many departments
YOU MAY CONTACT THE AFSHAR GROUP FOR IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE WITH THIS PROGRAM.

The Afshar Group is a public affairs advisory firm with over 25 years in government, public service & advocacy, dedicated to empowering companies, nonprofits,
startups, and social enterprises to be successful in accessing government opportunities and overcoming public challenges. For more information on how we can
help, please visit us at AfsharGroup.com or watch our next policy podcasts at www.publicserviceschool.com. For more information about this Policy Brief, please
contact Madison Tash, Policy Associate, at Madison@AfsharGroup.com.
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